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About This Game

Pixel Shinobi is a game in the genre of stealth and platforming with elements of RPG, in which the player plays as the Shinobi
(Ninja). The player can gain experience when killing enemies and eventually be able to unlock more advanced ninjutsu.

Going through the levels the player will collect the various ingredients in which he can craft weapons: shurikens, poisons, elixirs,
grenades, mines, as well as the main weapon the Katana, Ninjato and Kusarigama. At the end of each level the player gains

experience for the past level completed, the game utilizes a stealth mechanic in which hide and seek can be your best weapon of
defense and offense. Being able to hide in the shadows and deliver crucial and critical blows to an enemy can also give you

experience in the end.
After each level the player will be returned back to their home village in which they are able to purchase weapons, items and

more advanced ninjutsu in the game.

Story

In 1560 A.D - Japan’s last Shogunate lost full control over the realm causing an eventual explosion into a massive civil war with
other provinces of the once mighty empire. Anarchy reigned through the country as the different clans waged an all-out bloody
war for supremacy. One clan "Steel Claw" in particular led by their Daimyo (Military Leader) Mamoru Imai, began seeking the
knowledge of old forbidden practices and worshiping dark entities in order to try and place a curse upon his enemies. Mamoru
was soon to be infected by the spirit of a vindictive and very malevolent Samurai warlord. Through this infection, "Steel Claw"
began a campaign of total chaos and hatred spreading vile darkness through the lands, infecting other nations along with it. The
demonically possessed Daimyo allies himself with nine other powerful demons and forges a massive army born from hatred and
fueled by blood. No one army can withstand him. All hope is on the detachment of the shinobi clan "Black Lotus", operations of

sabotage only can weaken the power of Mamoru. The warlord must be assassinated or Japan will crumble into dust.
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Features

Fast and Dynamic Gameplay

10 Powerful Bosses With Unique Abilities

Dynamic Battles With Vivid Animations

Dismemberment and Gore

 Stealth

The different types of enemies, that will require different battle tactics to defeat.

Craft (more 200 Recipes)

Lot of Perks and Abilities
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Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
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Ametist studio
Publisher:
Ametist studio
Release Date: 10 May, 2017
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nice game. i can spend all my life killing the cute animals i don't want to kill out of boredom. THE BEST RTS EVER !. New
Motion Pack:

Skin= 5\/10
Character Portraits= idk
Lasers= 999\/10. iHeard about this and researched it a bit before I purchased. I experience some FPS issues, for sure. Saving
isn't the best, but it's straightforward that you need to save at the start of levels (i.e. finish the one you're on before you quit
playing). The inventory and outfit customizations are deep and well designed. The art (scenery, wardrobes, weapons, enemies,
etc.) are all *very* enjoyable to me and most of all, I am very happy to finally have a decent game to play that is mainly focused
on Bible themes. The fact that many of the bosses are GIANTS is totally awesome IMO as well ! I think most of the people who
have reviewed this poorly have not played through it very much or already have a favorite game in this style that they hold this
up to (perhaps even one based on the lord of terror rather than The Lord ? :o lol). Once you get to Act 3 the locations that open
up offer more chances to divest your inventory, save, etc.

I was mainly excited to play this because of the subject matter and historical period and I am not disappointed. From smashing
Fish-man idols to wearing antlers and capes; there is a primal feel to the whole game that permeates the first few chapters like
nothing I've ever played before. It's like, if you ever played AOE or something and just wanted to be the nomad for a while - but
I digress. Seeing renditions of Jerusalem (then running around it) when it was only a 15 acre walled settlement was really
interesting to me too.

I would say it could use some polish in a few areas and I will be happy to make a post in the forums once I do some more
evaluation. Still, I decided to buy this at full price because I really wanted to support the developers vision and, again, I am not
disappointed.

If they do another patch at some point and just tidy it a bit, without changing anything that they really have here already - this
would be an easy 8 or 8.5 for me. Maybe more. I certainly look forward to the next title from this dev. Keep att'er and good
work !!

7.5/10 (+1)

If you can get it on sale, or are really looking for a game with this theme already then I would still give it an 8+. The only thing
that very modern gamers might pooo-pooo is that the cut-scenes are all 'comic book style' but they are well done and there is
adequade voice acting throughout. Some of it is really good but other parts are more satisfactory to the role. All in all, I don't see
why anyone wouldn't like this title - especially if the FPS can be improved someday via another optimization patch or a guide.
(maybe i should poke around and see if there's more on it in the forums, etc still too :P )

Recommend ? Yep.

Heads up - known FPS issues, needs a bit of polishing but generally a good game on it's own merits. I would say these devs are
worth keeping an eye on if this is an early product. Tons of good games happening in Texas lately, this is another very worthy
offering in the Lone Star State's stable.. 10/10 would Putt again.

I love this game. I played it all the time as a kid. The nostalgia is strong.. Watch This!
https://youtu.be/FFBGDp8dJ18. I'm really enjoying this game - the multitude of tower upgrades give this TD game a unique
selling point. It's also got a lot in common with Kingdom Rush and that's no bad thing, e.g. in-lane warriors, missile strikes and
para-troopers are similar to KR's knights, meteor strike and re-enforcements, but it's all sufficiently different that I feel that this
is money well spent.

The pacing is nice, perhaps a little slow, but some of the linked tower upgrades are fantastic and the pacing might be required to
introduce you to them. Linked upgrades mean that you don't just build, say, a flame-tower. Instead you build a MG-tower,
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upgrade its range, which unlocks a ranger tower. Upgrade the ranger tower with rockets and that finally unlocks the flamer. It's a
neat system and reasonably logical so you don't have too much to remember. But it adds flexibility to your strategy overall.

If you like TD generally and you like Kingdom Rush especially, you'll love this - it's slickly done and dirt cheap for the quality
on offer.

A few videos have noted that there's no option to change music\/effects volumes, but you can at least togglel each on\/off..
Uninstall simulator 2016. Uniball is awesome. It's fun and very addicting.. I played the demo entitled "Zombie: Safe haven"
which had crafting and scavaging. Zombie: Exodus has none of these features and instead features a very linear story. I feel
quite bait and switched given the implication in Safe Haven of skills and resource managment. The game itself is short and has
some choices you can make, however they hardly alter the story and towards the end all choices kill you unless it is the option
the devs want you to take. A more involved plot with more variety in gameplay, non-linear storytelling and more pictures would
really bump this type of game up. I am giving this a thumbs up however really my review is "meh", for which there is no option.
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"I am neither Goku nor Vegeta, I am Gogeta. It's over Omega, I COME FOR YOU!!!". This game is both good and original, but
what is good is not original, and what is original is not good.. i probably shouldn\u2019t have bought turba since i don't like
match 3, but i was hopeful that being able to use my own music would make it fun. unfortunately, selecting one of my songs to
play is difficult due to awkward menus, and then the game plays sounds over my song that don't quite seem to fit the beat. i
couldn't make much sense of the rhythm scoring system either, possibly because it seemed to hear a different rhythm than i did.
stay away from turba unless you love match-3 games and don't really care about getting to use your own music.. Really fun but
brutally hard bullethell arcade shooter. If you die you know it's because you messed up in some way, whether it be moving in the
wrong direction at the wrong time or miss timing an attack. I had the game running while I was afk for about 5 hours, but it took
me roughly 2 hours to 100%. Super cheap price and super fun - Would recommend.. It's not a simple game to get into. I
rememember when I first bought it in 2004 and I couldn't play it because it was too difficult (I was 10 at the time), I re-bought
the game a couple of years ago and I really enjoyed it! Very funny, addicting gameplay.
I don't recommend it to people who want a simple game and want simple mechanics in a game.
8.5/10. High Noon Revolver is a fast paced, fun and at times (like ambushes or bosses) tense @D sidescroller with rogue lite
elements, like purchasing items with varying effects and a cast of characters with unique fire types and special abilities. The
game is really enjoyable and the constantly scrolling levels force you to quickly kill and grab what you can before the next
ambush or boss. Kinda short tho and some builds (fara with homing, damage+grav and poison will destroy some bosses in
seconds) are very OP. Although even after finishing i still want to try the other characters and item combos. And for those who
like to beat their highshcore there is that aspect. I recommend the game and feel it fits the price

glitches and a thing: at the end credits I pressed b and it left the screen empty (character was gone). Pressing x still fired the
weapon but I couldn't move. Shot Zeros lightning ball at the first area boss, lighting effect spread across the screen and i died. In
area 3 I had to jump into the water to kill an enemy as he was out of range so that i could activate the ambush.

. It always rains in this city.
Today more than ever.
It's full of filth and corruption.
It's time to teach those scumbags a lesson.
I put on my mask and take my gamepad.
Today this city is gonna soak with blood.

What can I say about this game...it's just a 3d beat'em up, there is nothing except brawls, u just run from one fight to another
punching everything u stumble upon in the face. There is also a lockpicking minigame but it looks so out of place and would
rather suit some stealth action. So on the pros side it's a bet'em up that can be played with your fellow bro in local co-op and on
the cons side the game is very repetetive and has nothing to offer except simple fighting systems. I'm not even sure the
DC/Watchmen fans would like it.

The Sinking City and Epic Games store:
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Greetings everyone,

As announced by Epic Games a few moments ago at GDC, The Sinking City will be available on the Epic Games store for a
limited time before its release on Steam. We've made a Q&A in order to be transparent as transparent with you as possible about
our decision.

Where will I be able to purchase and play The Sinking City?. Firefly in 2019:

Stronghold Next & New Project!. A gluton-free gibtastic hotfix - Patch 1.0.2.5:
Server owners please update your servers!

Maps. Coloring Game:
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I’ve been long criticized for the fact that my games are not user-friendly and are sometimes more difficult than the Dark Soul.
That is why I’ve decided to create the most casual game in Steam. Meet the new Coloring Game which is going to be available in
the store soon!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1026820/Coloring_Game/
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. 
Massive FREE update: MAX THE CASH multiplayer mode, TRICKSY and ROBO-SLAYER difficulty levels:
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Insane Robots V1.0.9, out NOW, brings a load of new features, as well as improvements to the two awesome new difficulty
modes released recently.

TRICKSY MODE increases the rate of progression and difficulty with faster unlocks, tougher AIs, higher health cost and
more challenging hazards. You can switch it on or off at any time.
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ROBO-SLAYER MODE is unlocked after the entire single-player campaign has been completed, and gives super-tough
difficulty plus robots that are reset back to bare metal when they die. WARNING: No one has yet completed the game in this
mode. We also carried out a major reworking and tuning of all enemy AIs to support the above modes.
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Brand new local and friends multiplayer mode MAX THE CASH brings deeper strategy. It's all about getting the most in-battle
cash via cash tokens, big attacks, overkill, and chains - so it's about more than just killing your opponent;
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Mode select panel for local and friends multiplayer lets you pick between QUICK BATTLE or MAX THE CASH 2P modes.
You'll see there are some more multiplayer modes coming soon;

A NEW robot select panel lets you play against AIs using any robots you have unlocked, including from DLC purchases, Season
Pass, Deluxe Edition, multiplayer rank, friends battles, and 1P campaign progression;

A NEW lock icon on battle robot pedestals so you always know if your opponent has a locked slot, so if you missed them
playing a lock token it's OK (community requested feature);

A NEW equipped item icon in shop's sell panel, so you know if you are selling an item you are currently using (community
requested feature);

Online multiplayer robot unlocks are now easier as they occur at lower ranks: 3, 6, 9, etc., 29, 33

Online friends robot unlocks are now easier as they occur at lower friend counts: 1, 3, 5, 7
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All this and more in Insane Robots V1.0.9!!!
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